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Abstract: The article describes a new method of energy converters searching design, which is based on the
physical working principle graph model, based on the thermodynamic description of the mutual energy
transformation processes. The use of the phenomenological thermodynamics conceptual apparatus is due to
three reasons: Firstly, thermodynamics covers the totality of the nature phenomena; secondly, on the basis of
engineering thermodynamics most energy converters description is build; thirdly, thermodynamics allows the
complex real phenomenon substitution to some arbitrary, elementary, which facilitates the process of physical
working principle description formalization. Let us consider the example of getting the set of diesel engine
technical solutions from functionally-compatible alternatives sets. The proposed method can be used when
structural elements have different sets of functions and morphological tables development is difficult or
impossible. The method study does not require the new concepts development and its use - the use of
specialized databases. The method can be used as a means, increasing designer labor efficiency in the design
initial stages, by reducing the labor costs in selecting concept of engineering system for energy conversion,
as well as providing methods for the CAD systems development.
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INTRODUCTION design [6, 7]. It is based on a model of the physical

Scientific and technical progress in the field of directed graph:
mechanical engineering is characterized by advancing the
technical objects development compared with the L = (X, U), (1)
methods of their creation. Traditional design is not able to
provide a development time dramatic reduction and where X  Ø - the set of nodes, which are physical objects
improve objects quality. Growing interest in design names, which translate the input and output streams;
methodology encourages the creation and development U = A  C - the set of edges, which are sets of A U
of design methods and the development on their basis input and C  U output streams of matter, energy or
computer-aided design systems (CAD), all of technical signals.
systems new classes. Analysis of physical processes carried out in the EC,

This  paper  describes a system approach to the has shown that this model requires a significant
development of conceptual engineering solutions of adjustment for a more adequate PWP reflection of this
energy converters (EC), whose main function is to convert devices class it should be verified by the semantic load of
natural energy sources in the thermal, mechanical, graph vertices and edges and also provides ability to
electrical and other types of energy [1, 2, 3]. The solution display the movement routes and working body
of similar problems in most known approaches based on interactions sequence.
the graph models use that reflect physical processes The most promising way to solve this problem is the
occurring in engineering systems [4, 5]. use of the phenomenological thermodynamics conceptual

One of the most well-known and theoretically based apparatus. This is due to three reasons. Firstly,
approach is functional and physical method of searching thermodynamics covers the totality of the nature

working principle (PWP), which is represented as a
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phenomena, making its apparatus extremely versatile and working mixture combustion is going at constant volume),
precise and thus opening the possibility of using it to etc. In this case, the PWP graph is supplemented by
describe all sorts of PWP. Secondly, on the basis of cyclogram for periodic interactions and working body
engineering thermodynamics most energy converters movements.
description is build. This causes its terminology familiarity In developing the PWP model, EC characteristic
when training specialists who design these devices and points are determined, sequence and interactions species
facilitates their perception of the model. Thirdly, in them, as well as the order of their passing by the
thermodynamics allows the complex real phenomenon working body. For all the elements of the graph we
substitution to some arbitrary, elementary, which introduce the following notation.
facilitates the process of physical working principle The vertices are marked with letter V with upper and
description formalization. lower indices. Indexes indicate the status of the working

In the proposed model vertices are designated places, body and the serial number of characteristic points,
the so-called characteristic points where the EC working respectively. If the working body sequentially passes
body is experiencing interactions, for which in through several states in one characteristic point, then it
thermodynamics is given the generalized work analytical can have a composite symbol consisting of several letters.
expression unified formula Edges - interaction, are marked by letter E with upper and

dQ = P dE (2) and its serial number. Edges - the working body flows are

where P - generalized force or intensial, by which is meant indices denoting the components of a working body and
the physical quantities such as force, speed, pressure, edge serial number.
absolute temperature, electric potential difference, As an example, Fig. 1 shows the contact type
chemical potential, etc.; combined cycle gas turbine, in which there is a mixture of

E - generalized coordinate or exstensor, by which is combustion products in the combustion chamber with
meant values such as moving, amount of traffic, volume, steam-working body before expansion and next to it on
entropy, electric charge, mass, material, etc. the right its PWP model is represented, reflecting mutual

The edges semantics is determined by the following transformation processes.
considerations. Any interaction between the working Atmospheric air (I ) is flagged for low pressure
body is always associated with an exstensor E change, compressor (V ), where it is pre-compression (E ).
that is conditionally compared with the migration process Then, the air is cooled (E ) in the heat exchanger (V )
through the control surface of a thermodynamic system a pumpable chemically purified water (I ) and enters the
certain  amount  dE. For each interaction there is a high pressure compressor (V ) and then into the
characteristic parameter E, which uniquely identifies a combustion chamber (V ). In the combustion chamber fuel
qualitative and quantitative point of the working body inlet (I ), working mixture combustion occurs (E )
physical properties (Table 1) insofar as they relate to this products of combustion and heating the water supplied
interaction [8]. (E ). Then, the working body enters the turbine (V ),

Interactions of the working body are represented on causing  it  to  rotate the shaft power generator (E ).
the graph edges labeled of conjugated with them The fulfilled gas mixture (I ) is released into the
extensors. These edges are incident to those vertices atmosphere through a regenerative heater (V ), which
(characteristic points), which carried out the relevant gives the water circuit of the heat regenerative heat
interactions. exchanger (V ). The vertex marked V  is working cavity

Furthermore, during operation the EC working body water pump where the water undergoes hydrodynamic
substance can move inside the device that necessitates interaction (E ) and the vertex V  is water circuit heat
the introduction of a second type edges - routing exchanger where the feed water is heated by the
connecting characteristic points. compressed air at the outlet of the low pressure

For many energy conversion processes characteristic compressor (E ).
interactions periodicity and working body movement are According to this model, the current EC should be
typical. Examples are reciprocating internal combustion divided  by  the  process  returning  the working  body to
engines, Stirling engines, some gas turbines (where the its  original  condition.  This  is  due  to  the  fact   that  the

lower indices, which represent interactions kind (Table 1)

marked with letter I, which also has upper and lower
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Table 1: Working body thermodynamic interactions
Interaction Extensor name Designation
Mechanical - volumetric Volume (V), m E3 mech

Thermal Entropy (S), J / K E therm

Hydrodynamic Volume (V), m E3  hyd

Chemical Chemical mass (m), kg E chem

Electrical Electric charge ( ), Cl E el

Movement Movement (X), m E mov

Rotational Angle ( ), radians E rot

Kinetic movement Amount of motion (K), N s E kin

Kinetic rotation Angular momentum (M ), J s Eâ
 kr

Diffusional Diffusive mass (m), kg E dif

Magnetization Magnetization vector (M ) Vb/m Emg
2  mn

Polarizing Polarization vector (E ) C/m Epl
2  pl

Phase Mass (m), kg E ph

The deformation stress-strain Movement (X), m E dss

The deformation of bending-torsion Angle ( ), radians E dbt

Fig. 1: Contact type combined cycle gas turbine scheme and its PWP model:
1 - low pressure compressor 2 - high pressure compressor;
3 - water pump, 4 - heat exchanger, 5 - combustion chamber, 6 - turbine;
7 - power generator, 8 - regenerative heater.

parameters of the working body after the implementation given to the original physical properties. This method is
of the processes for mutual conversion can vary used in steam power plants, Stirling engines, gas lasers
considerably. The product to obtain the possibility of and other devices operating in a closed cycle.
continuous operation, there are two ways of returning the Fig. 2 shows a Stirling engine and its PWP model with
body to its original working condition. cyclogram. Stirling principle - is alternately heated and

A characteristic feature of the first method - cooled in an insulated enclosed space of the working
renovation - is that the the working body after the body. Useful work is performed by alternating
processes  in  sequence   partially   or   completely compression   and   expansion   of   the   working  body
removed from the system and instead it has received (air,  helium  or  hydrogen)  at  different temperatures.
(continuously or periodically)  the  new  portion  of  the Vertex V  (Fig. 2) corresponds to the position of the
working  body  and  the  processes are repeated in the working body in the cylinder cold cavity , V  - in the
same sequence. This method is used in the previous refrigerator,  V   -  in  the  regenerator,  V   -  in the heater,
example (Figure 1) and in internal combustion of engines, V  - in the hot cylinder bore.
gas turbines etc. When the working piston is in its lowest position and

The second method - recuperative - is the displacing - at the high end, all working the body is
implementation of a closed process (cycle). In such enclosed in a cold chamber. Under the influence of
devices, the working body setting is reset through a external forces working piston moves upward,
number of interactions that result in the working body is compressing  the  working body in a cold chamber (E ).
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2
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5

1
mech
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Fig. 2: The scheme of the Stirling engine with a counterweight crank-drive mechanism:
1 - heater, 2 - regenerator 3 - fridge, 4 - displacer piston, 5 - working piston, 6 - balancer.

Upon reaching the working piston its highest point zero to infinity; f  - from zero to a certain value; f  - from
displacer piston moves down, the moving air (E ) a certain value to another; f - from some value to infinity.3

mech

through the system "fridge - regenerator - heater" in the In addition,  each  kind  of interactions has specific
hot cavity. In the regenerator and the working body is features that make it necessary to divide into groups
heated by the heater (E , E ). Expanding working function f .1 2

therm therm

body moves the displacer pistons and working down to In the development of technical solutions to the
the useful work (E ). Then displacer piston under the vertices and edges of the PWP model sets of2

mech

action of external forces moving up (E ) by moving corresponding them structural features are compared.4
mech

working  body  through  the  regenerator  and  cooler Fig. 3 shows a model of the processes and patterns of
where the heat removal (E , E ), in the cold cavity. mutual energy conversion occurring in a single cylinder3 4

therm therm

The sequence of interactions is shown on the right in the of four-stroke diesel engine. Table 3 shows the functions
sequence diagram. associated with the nodes and in Table 4 - with engine

The principal process is accomplished in three PWP model edges.
characteristic  points  marked  vertices  V   (regenerator), Design elements descriptions search for the technical3

V  (heater) and V  (hot cylinder cavity). Here, working solutions implemented in EC patent fund and other4 5

body  is  heated  and  makes  a  useful  mechanical work. sources of scientific and technical information. For all
To  reset  the  device  there is is balancing process, in elements are defined sets of constructive functions they
which working body is cooled (vertices V  - regenerator, perform and describes their progress. Fragment of3

V   -  cooler)  and  shrinks in the cold of the cylinder structural elements for the example given in Table 5.2

(vertex V ). Thus, recuperative process is resetting. According to this phase results, technical solutions1

The PWP model focuses on the design features of table is filled (Table 6) in which the attributes are names of
the physical processes that determine the EC morphology. elementary functions from Tables 3 and 4. The primary
Every its element is associated with structural features key is the attribute "alternative" in Table 5. Each row in
identified on the basis of the analysis of such the table corresponds to a structural element. The table
thermodynamics abstractions as "thermodynamic fields contain the values of the predicate function P(f ),
system", "control surface", "external" and "internal which takes a true or false value depending on whether
degrees of freedom" [9, 10]. These functions are the data element corresponding function f , specified in
presented in Table 2. the table header.

Function to change the direction of flow is divided to In most cases the structural elements have different
one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional feature sets. EC technical solutions are obtained by
flows (f , f , f ). In the same way cross-sectional flow combining the elements so as to obtain one set of9 9 9

1 2 3

changes function is divided (f , f , f ). Function of the operating all specified functions. One of the technical11 11 11
1 2 3

change in resistance is divided into six groups: f  - one solutions options (A , A , A , A , A , A , A , A ,10
1

specific resistance value; f  - several values, including A , A , A , A ) highlighted in Table 6 by sparse10
2

zero and equal to infinity; f  - the resistance change from hatching.10
3

10 10
4 5
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6
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Table 2: Elementary functions of structural elements
Elementary function PWP graph element Designation
Ensuring the conversion process
1. Provision of internal working body freedom degrees Vertex (working body) f1

2. Ensuring working body internal insulation from unwanted interactions Same f2

3. Provision of external working body freedom degrees Vertex (control surface) f3

4. Ensuring working body external insulation from unwanted interactions Same f4

5. Ensuring internal degrees of freedom for the extensor Edge f5

6. Ensuring outer extensor conductor insulation from unwanted interactions Same f6

7. Combining streams Edge (hyper arc) f7

8. Splitting streams Same f8

Transformation process management
9. Changing the direction of flow Edge f , f , f9 9 9

1 2 3

10. Changing the flow resistance Same f , f , f , f , f , f10 10 10 10 10 10
1 2 3 4 5 6

11. Change in the cross-section of the conducting medium Same f , f , f11 11 11
1 2 3

12. Changing particular characteristics of the flow Same f12

Table 3: List of functions associated with the vertices of the PWP model
# Vertex Interaction Function description Designation
1 V E Useful work during the expansion stroke (working stroke) 1f (V )3 4 3 3

mech

2 V E Air compression in cylinder 2f (V )3 3 3 3
mech

3 V E Cylinder air inlet 3f (V )3 2 3 3
mech

4 V E Exhaust gases evacuation 4f (V )3 5 3 3
mech

5 V E Submission required quantity of fuel through the nozzle into the combustion chamber f (V )2 1 3 2
mech

6 V E Automatic fuel feed through filters to pumps of high-pressure 1f (V )1 1 3 1
hyd

7 V E Manual feeding of fuel 2f (V )1 2 3 1
hyd

8 V Hydrodynamic Avoidance of oil penetration from the crankcase to the combustion chamber 1f (V )3 4 3

9 V Hydrodynamic Prevention of blow-by through the gap between piston and cylinder 2f (V )3 4 3

Table 4: List of functions associated with the edges of the PWP model
# Edge Function description Designation
10 I Function of coarse filter f (I )1 12 1

1 1

11 I Function of the intake valve fuel pump f (I )1 10 1
1 1

12 I The function of the exhaust valve fuel pump f (I )2 10 2
1 1

13 I The function of fine filter f (I )2 12 2
1 1

14 I Function of the discharge valve 1f (I )3 10 3
1 1

15 I Function of nozzle needle 2f (I )3 10 3
1 1

16 I The function of spray nozzle f (I )3 11 3
1 1

17 I Function of the air intake f (I ) 2  2
11

18 I Air purification f (I ) 2  2
12

19 I Function of intake valve operating cylinder f (I ) 2  2
10

20 I Function of the exhaust valve operating cylinder f (I ) 3  3
10

21 I Reduce pressure and gas velocity f (I ) 3  3
12

Fig. 3. Diesel engine PWP model and periodic sequence diagram:
I  - liquid fuel; I - air; I - combustion products; V  - fuel in fuel feed pump; V  - fuel in fuel injection pump; V  - the air 1  2  3 1

1 2 3

during the intake stroke; V  - the air during the cycle of compression; V  - air mixture with liquid fuel during the power3 3
2 3

stroke; V  - ejected products of combustion.3
4
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Table 5: Alternatives table
Alternative Name Source of information Functions Technicaltechnical; result
A Coarse filter RU # 2057383 f (I ) Improving the efficiency of fuel cleaning1 12 1

1 1

F02M 37/22
A Coarse filter RU # 2073471 f (I ) Improving the reliability 1 12 1

2 1

F02M 37/22
A Fuel pump piston type RU # 2083866 1f (V ), Improving the reliability of the pump2 3 3

1 5

F02M 59/30 2f (V ),3 3
5

f (I )10 1
1

f (I )10 2
1

A Hand pump RU # 2176749 2f (V ), Improving the reliability of the pump2 3 3
2 5

F04B 9/14
A Filter material for liquid fuels ... RU # 2195992 f (I ) Car emission reduction3 12 2

1 1

B01D 39/10
A Fuel filter and its production method RU # 2177073 f (I ) Improving the efficiency of fuel cleaning3 12 2

2 1

F02M 37/22
A A method for treating diesel fuel RU # 2163979 f (I ) Increase of operational properties of diesel fuel3 12 2

3 1

F02M 37/22
A High pressure fuel pump RU # 2164309 f (V ), Improving the reliability of the pump4 3 2

1 3

F02M 41/00 1f (I )10 3
1

Table 6: Technical solutions table
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